Purpose: The aim of the study is to construct an intraoperative nomogram for the prediction of non-sentinel lymph node (NSLN) metastasis based on the one-step nucleic acid amplification assay in breast cancer patients. Methods: A total of 552 patients were enrolled in the training study and 1090 patients were enrolled in the validation study. The nomogram was constructed based on the molecular assay with logistic multivariate regression analysis in the training study and was validated in the validation study. Results: A novel nomogram model was constructed with the total tumor load, the clinical primary tumor size, the number of positive and negative sentinel lymph nodes. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) of the model was 0.842. The AUC of the model which was sensitive to discern the patients with the stage of pN1 and ≥pN2 was 0.861. Conclusion: The nomogram model will help to guide the axillary management intraoperatively and precisely confirm the target region of radiotherapy postoperatively.
Introduction
Sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) has become a universal procedure in nodenegative breast cancer patients. It provides accurate axillary stage and reduces the morbidity associated with the unnecessary axillary lymph node dissection (ALND).
One-step nucleic acid amplification (OSNA) assay (Sysmex, Kobe, Japan) is an objective molecular technique combining node tissue homogenization and subsequent reverse-transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification of CK-19 mRNA in a single reaction. The assay can accurately detect metastases of >0.2 mm in sentinel lymph nodes (SLNs) intraoperatively. Two consequent studies from China have validated the intraoperative OSNA assay. One trial (hereinafter referred to as the training study) consisting of five centers (n=552) have confirmed the good performances of the assay in 2010. 1 Another trial (or the validation study) containing three centers (n=1090) has been conducted to accelerate the approval of the assay in China (ClinicalTrial No. CBCSG-001c).
It is reported that most patients with positive SLNs does not have non-sentinel lymph node (NSLN, the other axillary lymph node except SLNs) metastasis, 2 and these patients cannot benefit from ALND. Therefore, it is of very remarkable clinical significance to construct a predictive model for SLN-positive patients to avoid ALND. In the training study, a novel predictive nomogram that can predict NSLN metastasis intraoperatively is constructed based on the molecular assay. Then, the nomogram is verified in the validation study.
Materials And Methods Patients
From February to December 2010, 552 consecutive breast cancer patients scheduled for SLNB were enrolled in the training study from five centers. From June 2015 to May 2017, 1090 consecutive breast cancer patients were enrolled in the validation study from three centers. The study was approved by the ethics committee of each center (Shandong Cancer Hospital Affiliated to Shandong University; Cancer Hospital, Tianjin Medical University; Sun Yat-sen University Cancer Center; Cancer Hospital, Beijing University; Cancer Hospital, Fudan University; Guangdong General Hospital; Cancer Hospital, Tianjin Medical University). Each patient signed the written informed consent. Patients who had undergone previous ipsilateral axillary surgery were excluded from this study.
Sampling Method
SLNs were defatted after SLNB. If the length was less than 4 mm, the node was sliced into two blocks along the long axis (a, b). Intraoperatively, the block a was prepared for the OSNA assay. Postoperatively, the block b was assessed by the histology evaluation. If the length was more than 4 mm, the node was sliced into four blocks (a, b, c, d). Intraoperatively, blocks a and c were prepared for the OSNA assay. Postoperatively, blocks b and d were subjected to the histology evaluation.
Intraoperative OSNA Assay
The OSNA assay was carried out according to the manufacturer's instructions (Sysmex). Three different calibrators with defined CK-19 mRNA copy concentrations were used to construct a standard curve on the amplification instrument (Sysmex). Node tissues were then homogenized in 4-mL homogenizing buffer LYNORHAG (Sysmex). The homogenate was briefly centrifuged and directly used as a template for reverse-transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification. Amplification of CK-19 mRNA was automatically performed in the amplification instrument with a ready-to-use reagent LYNOAMP (Sysmex) kit which consisted of a primer-nucleotide-mix, enzymes, and CK-19 mRNA calibrators as well as positive and negative controls.
All the results were presented in semi-quantitative categories [++, +, -] and further specified by CK-19 mRNA copy number/μL:~250 copies [-], 250-5000 copies [+], and 5000-[++]. The result [+] was comparable to the presence of a micro-metastasis and [++] to a macro-metastasis.
Postoperative Histological Evaluation
All node blocks used for histological evaluation were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and paraffin embedded. Four 4-to 6-μm-thick slides, 200 μm apart, were taken from each block. Metastases larger than 0.2 mm were considered positive in this study. Metastases were classified according to the 7th criterion of the American Joint Cancer Committee. Macrometastases (≥2 mm) and micro-metastases (0.2`2 mm, pT1mic) were considered node positive. Isolated tumor cells [≤0.2 mm, ITCs, pT0(i+)] were considered node negative.
Statistical Methods
Variables selected from the existing predictive models such as MSKCC, MD Anderson (MDA), Mayo, Tenon, Cambridge, Stanford, Helsinki, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and the total tumor load (TTL, the sum of the CK-19 mRNA copy number/μL of all positive lymph nodes) were adopted as the clinicopathological indicators to construct the model. The data of TTL were analyzed by the Log form to avoid the influence of nonlinear data in the statistical process. Univariate correlation analysis was performed on the data to determine which indicators were predictors of NSLN metastasis. Differences in clinicopathologic indicators between the groups were assessed using the t-tests for continuous variables and the χ 2 -test for categorical variables. Indicators that were statistically significant at p<0.05 were fit into Logistic multivariate regression analysis. A nomogram to predict the likelihood of NSLN metastasis was developed on the basis of the results. The sensitivity and specificity of the model were measured using the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC). R software (version 3.4.0) was used for statistical analyses and p<0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
Results

Performance Of The OSNA Assay The Training Study
The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of the OSNA assay compared with histological evaluation based on patient were 87.7% (121/138), 89.6% (371/414), and 89.1% (492/ 552), respectively. A total of 1188 SLNs were removed (1-3, mean 2.6) from 552 patients. The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of the OSNA assay compared with histological evaluation based on nodes were 83.7% (159/190), 92.9% (927/998), and 91.4% (1086/1188), respectively.
The mean turnaround time of the assay (the time from receiving the nodes to acquiring the results) was 37.3 mins. There was no significant difference in the turnaround times at each center (p=0.074).
The Validation Study
The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of the OSNA assay compared with histological evaluation based on patient were 88.7% (173/195), 91.3% (817/895), and 90.8% (990/1090), respectively.
A total of 2108 SLNs were removed (1-3, mean 1.94) from 1090 patients. The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of the OSNA assay compared with histological evaluation based on nodes were 88.0% (228/259), 94.7% (1750/1849), and 93.8% (1978/2108), respectively.
Construction Of The Nomogram Model In The Training Study
In the training study, data of 103 patients receiving ALND as a result of positive SLNs were collected to construct the nomogram and the variables selected were analyzed by univariate correlation analysis. The clinicopathologic characteristics of 103 patients are shown in Table 1 . The clinical primary tumor size (diagnosed by the ultrasound examination preoperatively, p=0.001), the vascular invasion (p=0.007), the TTL (p<0.001), the largest size of SLN metastases (p<0.001), the number of positive SLNs (p<0.001), the number of negative SLNs (p<0.001), the number of positive SLNs/total number of SLNs (p<0.001) were all associated with the presence of NSLN metastasis, while the age (p=0.940), the histological classification (p=0.993), the tumor grade (p=0.300), the status of ER (p=0.074), PR (p=0.073), and HER-2 (p=0.695) were not associated with NSLN metastasis. Logistic multivariate regression analysis was performed on the statistically significant variables, and the TTL (p=0.002), the clinical primary tumor size (p=0.013), the number of positive SLNs (p<0.001), and the number of negative SLNs (p<0.001) were found to be independent predictors. The regression where P was the probability of NSLN metastasis; X1 was the Log (TTL); X2 was the clinical primary tumor size; X3 and X4 were the number of positive and negative SLNs, respectively.
According to the construction process of the MSKCC nomogram, a novel nomogram model for predicting NSLN metastasis was established by using the TTL, the clinical primary tumor size, and the number of positive and negative SLNs (Figure 1) . The AUC of the model in trial 1 was 0.814 ( Figure 2 ). As seen in the nomogram, the first line was the point assignment for each variable. Lines 2 to 5 contained the variables included in the model. For an individual patient, made the vertical line from the variable to the first line score respectively and determined the corresponding score. Added all the scores to be the total score. Finally, made the vertical line between the total score and the metastasis risk line to determine the corresponding metastasis risk value.
Validation Of The Nomogram Model In The Validation Study
In the validation study, data of 159 patients undergoing ALND as a result of positive SLNs were utilized to validate the nomogram. The clinicopathologic characteristics of 159 patients are also shown in Table 1 . The AUC of the model in the validation study was 0.842 ( Figure 2) . The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value were 81.5%, 79.4%, 75.9%, and 84.4%, respectively.
A compared analysis of the model with the existing predictive model (represented by the MDA and Tenon models) was conducted on the data of the training study. The AUCs of the MDA and Tenon models were 0.745 and 0.623, respectively. The AUC of the model was statistically superior to the MDA and Tenon ones (p=0.045; p=0.016) ( Table 2 ).
In addition, to explore the predictive power of the nomogram in patients with 1-3 metastases and ≥4 metastases in axillary lymph nodes, a combination data of 262 patients from the validation study and the training study encompassing 193 patients with pN1 and 69 with ≥pN2 were involved. The clinicopathologic characteristics of 262 patients are shown in Table 3 . The cut-off value of the model which was sensitive to discern the patients with pN1 and ≥pN2 was 45.4% and the AUC was 0.861 (p<0.001).
Discussion
The procedure of SLNB has become the standard treatment for patients with clinical node-negative invasive carcinoma except for those patients with T4d stage disease. Results from two large randomized trials have facilitated the clinical practice of breast cancer patients with low burden SLN metastases. ACOSOG Z0011 trial has demonstrated that patients with T1-2 tumors who received breast-conserving treatment can be exempted from ALND and axillary radiotherapy for the number of metastatic SLN is merely 1-2. 2,10 EORTC 10981-22023 AMAROS trial suggests that if axillary treatment is necessary in SLN-positive patients, axillary radiotherapy will be preferable to supplant ALND for axillary radiotherapy provides similar local control with less morbidity. 11 Thus, for SLN-positive patients who failed to meet the criteria of the Z0011 and AMAROS trial, ALND is the standard treatment. In addition, for SLN-positive patients who undergo mastectomy and meet the criteria of the AMAROS trial, ALND is one of the alternatives. However, it has also been reported that 20% to 60% of the patients with positive SLNs have not developed to NSLN metastasis and ALND seems to be an overtreatment for these patients. 2, 7, 12 Therefore, the predictive nomogram model available to distinguish SLN-positive Meanwhile, radiotherapists pay more attention to the value of the predictive model as the results of MA.20 and EORTC 22922/10925 trials publish. MA.20 trial finds that additional regional nodal radiotherapy (including the internal mammary) to whole breast irradiation reduces the rate of breast cancer recurrence in node-positive and high-risk node-negative breast cancer patients. 13 EORTC 22922/ 10925 study, similarly evaluating the value of additional regional nodal radiotherapy (including the internal mammary) to chest wall or whole breast irradiation, shows that regional nodal radiotherapy significantly improves the disease-free survival, the distant metastasis-free survival, and reduced the breast cancer mortality. 14 As a result, the 2016 breast cancer NCCN guidelines have recommended irradiation of the internal mammary for patients with more than 4 positive axillary lymph nodes (category 1) and will strongly consider internal mammary radiation for patients with 1-3 positive axillary lymph nodes (category 2A). Because the local regional treatment of patients with axillary lymph node stage of pN1 and ≥pN2 is distinct, the predictive model may guide radiotherapists delineate the radiotherapy target more accurately. In this sense, predicting the risk of NSLN metastasis is also important for the subsequent radiotherapy.
Researchers around the world endeavor to develop models for predicting the latent risks of NSLN metastasis. The existing models contain MSKCC, Tenon, MDA, Mayo, Cambridge, Stanford, Helsinki, etc., some of which have already been applied in clinical practice. 15 The characteristics of different models are shown in Table 4 as we summarize. A meta-analysis shows that the predictive accuracy of Stanford and Tenon model is influenced by the tumor burden in SLNs, while the MSKCC and Cambridge models have better predictive accuracies. 16 However, the existing predictive models are not perfect. In general, firstly, histological evaluations of SLNs are prevalent in all models and no unified standard has been confirmed. Although step section or serial section HE slides are recommended as the golden standard of SLNs by many guidelines, absolute consensus regarding the optimal interval has not yet been reached till now. In Europe, the European Working Group for Breast Screening Pathology recommends serial sectioning at an interval of 200 μm. 17 In America, the American Society of Clinical Oncology guideline advises top level plus one or two step sections cut at 200-500μm intervals of each 2-mm-thick blocks. 18 The American Pathological Association advises that three levels step sections of each 2-mm-thick SLN blocks. 19 Secondly, it is difficult to precisely measure the maximum size of a complex three-dimensional metastasis in SLNs accurately by the conventional histological evaluation of two-dimensional sections. As a contrast, the OSNA assay was a reverse-transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification-based assay that detected the presence of metastasis in breast lymph nodes by measuring the expression of CK-19. It can significantly minimize the sampling limitation compared to histological evaluations. Based on the patients and nodes, the good performance of the assay in this study is similar to other published researches and metaanalysis. [20] [21] [22] [23] Thirdly, the construction of existing models was based on postoperative histological information, including tumor grade, multi-focus and vascular invasion, etc., which means that it is impossible to adopt the existing model in the operation to guide the subsequent axillary operation. In other words, the status of axillary lymph nodes can only be evaluated according to the postoperative information.
Compared with the existing ones, our model established on the basis of the intraoperative molecular diagnostics. Information of the clinical primary clinical tumor size, the TTL, and the number of positive and negative SLNs can be obtained preoperatively and intraoperatively. The mean turnaround time of the assay is less than 40 mins. As the assay results can inform surgeons just after the operation on the breast is finished, the process of the prediction process seems fitted together and compact with little if any downtime. Our model has made rapid intraoperative prediction to guide subsequent axillary treatment timely. At the same time, the model could distinguish patients with axillary lymph node stage of pN1 and ≥pN2, which was helpful to define the target area of radiotherapy postoperatively in clinical practice.
Several studies have shown that ALND can be avoided when the predictive value of MSKCC nomogram is 10%, 24, 25 though the clinical utility of this standard is limited. In this study, all patients with predictive values of less than 10% do not develop to NSLN metastasis. We consider that a risk of NSLN involvement of 10% may be an acceptable cut-off value to select patients who may avoid ALND with our new nomogram. However, another prospective validation study is still needed with larger number of patients with positive SLNs who undergo additional ALND before the cut-off value will be applied to clinical practice.
Conclusion
The nomogram for predicting NSLN metastasis based on the TTL (intraoperative molecular assay), the clinical primary clinical tumor size, and the number of positive and negative SLNs will help to guide the axillary management intraoperatively and precisely confirm the target region of radiotherapy postoperatively. The nomogram model has a good prospect of application in clinical practice. 
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